Epiphany Scout+
Expanding ScoutTM data to accelerate risk maturity.

IMPROVE YOUR RISK MATURITY POSTURE TO COMPLY WITH
STANDARDS AND FRAMEWORKS
The Epiphany Intelligence PlatformTM is a data context engine, ingesting and analyzing a wide range of IT, security,
and threat data. It learns what is valuable to an organization, and prioritizes the most important protective
measures. Epiphany helps security professionals understand and mitigate business risks quickly and easily—before
they lead to adverse impacts.
Scout is an automatic, continuous feed of new and emerging risks, threats, attacks, and vulnerabilities, which
Epiphany ingests through its Recon module.
Scout+ evaluates and measures the risk maturity of an organization—its ability to protect itself from adverse
impacts. With a fully-automated process, Scout+ analyzes an organization’s risk posture, attack surface, potential
attack paths, valued data at risk, and defensive abilities.
Scout+ then adds these data dimensions to the Scout data feed, so Epiphany can measure them against its Risk
Maturity Model and industry standards. This helps you better quantify the activities that will reduce the most risk
to your business.

Book a Demo
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How Scout and Scout+ Work Together
Think of Scout and Scout+ this way: Scout keeps you a step ahead of threats and reduces your attack surface.
Scout+ puts more distance between threats and your organization. Adding Scout+ to Scout, you get a
quantifiable plan to rapidly move your organization to a higher state of maturity, as well as near-real-time inputs
of new and emerging risk conditions in the wild.
Each action and outcome recommended by Scout+ is included in the Scout data feed to Epiphany’s data-context
and path-builder engine. Epiphany then evaluates both the tactical benefits of the recommended actions and the
strategic benefits of the outcomes that reduce risk.
Scout+ can accelerate your organization’s risk maturity—from where you are now to where you want to be.
Scout+ can guide your decisions based on true business risk, not the latest cyberattack in the headlines.
Adding Scout and Scout+ to Epiphany will enhance your ability to hunt, find, and evaluate the best technical
solutions to reduce your business risk. Automatically and continuously—with no need for you to intervene.

KEY CAPABILITIES

Risk Hunting Beyond the Known
Greater
Coverage

Scout+ gives you access to an expanded data set of over 250,000 different risk conditions from
multiple sources, including applications and industrial control systems. Knowing what risks can
impact your IoT and industrial devices ensures you’ll be covered—from the facility to the cloud.

Expert
Understanding

Scout+ expands Epiphany’s extensive knowledge with an even greater depth of insight into the

Measured
Maturity

Scout+ determines your starting maturity position based on your data sources and the attack paths
present in your environment. As your risk posture improves and your ability to prevent risks and
impacts increases, Epiphany can evaluate your compliance with industry standards and frameworks.

details of your risk conditions and mitigations—accelerating your organization’s risk maturity.

Awareness powers
protection.
Contact us today to get started with Epiphany.

Contact Us

ABOUT EPIPHANY SYSTEMS
Epiphany delivers world-class cybersecurity solutions for enterprises in
every sector of government and industry, including the Fortune 500. We
are dedicated to reducing technical and business risks through innovative
technologies, including artificial intelligence and machine learning.
Our mission is to safeguard our clients’ data, assets, and operations across
the globe. We assess each client’s unique needs and challenges to
ensure that their risks are visible, managed, and mitigated. If it’s connected,
it must be protected.
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